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we are the world: a benefit for the poorest people in the world [emi, 1985] although
it started with a $2 million music industry cash grab, and without any compunction
whatsoever, here's the poster child for a philanthropic label--rufus thomas' smash
recording of this feel-good charity song. emi also owns the production company
which, until just a few months ago, was home to people like jimmy iovine, bob

marley, and jay-z, who never sold out, while the philanthropists who did felt like
they did. even the line-up on this album is generous--it contains a song by nina
simone, which shows that the act of being present and singing here requires no

talent. a gather 'round [nonesuch, 2011] listening for any trace of the music from
the masterful but now-defunct lost highway comp, i don't hear any, but i don't hear
anything i've heard. it's not that the music's too classical, or not as good as on the
lost highway album; it's that it's too marvelous, and i don't need to hear it. i'm not

convinced that i need any of the new material from john paul jones either, but
there's no way i'm not going to find out about this. b- the private collection of cheb

khaled-sahra: remixes [mca, 1999] the big man's first album of original material
since his alive is a mixed bag. in the post-peer gynt world, his frisky rock 'n' roll is
tossed aside for an elusive jazz-like amalgam that can be perfect, perfunctory, or

somewhere in-between--depending on who's doing it. lending his unlikely
instrumentation to a bevy of elite jazz cats, the blue note-alumni pianist (who won't

be on the rest of the label's discs) was bemoaning the fact that nobody plays his
compositions anymore. if the album's first half is tastelessly glorified cover art, its
second half is a pleasant surprise. the two pieces with saxophonist joshua redman
are especially exciting, as both are caught between mr. sahra's whimsicality and

the soprano's gorgeous lyricism. the album's most intriguing track, "the beat," with
joshua's collaboration, the cinema cafe band featuring pianist jason moran, is a

musical conversation between sahra and the composer/arranger that is so
seamless, i'd love to know what sahra was trying to say. both sahra's remake of "go

back home" and the original are a little schmaltzy, but the jazzier the music, the
better it is, and these are among the best tracks here. a jewel. a-
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When you think of the '90s rap
explosion, it's hard to avoid images of
Mos Def manning the mike, or Clipse
and Jay-Z and Kanye O'Riordan in the

booth, not to mention the minor league
and indie heroes who achieved a certain

kind of cult following amongst college
kids and punks. West Coast sensibilities

still prevail in hip-hop, however, and
while rap wasn't as mainstream in the

'90s as in the '80s, and while East Coast
rap was generally tougher, it didn't have

the mass market appeal. Some of the
top rappers were from California. Cheb
Khaled was a bit of an exception. He

was a Lebanese Rockabilly guitarist who
had already had some success playing

in the souk with his group, the
Youssoufa. He was a one-man band, but
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his East Coast counterpart, David
Banner, had a following as well. Both

men played the clubs and the university
circuit, and when they decided to test
the waters on Broadway Records, they

chose a song with a hook that was going
to be catchy, a lesson learned during

their experience doing the souk in Beirut
with a Beiruti producer. That producer
had a more personal history with the

song, though, and so did the manager,
bankrolled by Big Boi and The Neptunes.
This guy's name was Fat Joe, and while

neither he nor his label mates West
Coast rappers had any real access to

major labels, they owned minor labels;
they knew how to make a song, and

they had a good ear, a talent for finding
the true soul in a song's source. As for

the rest of the album, it's a collection of
other records that were fun to listen to.
Fat Joe recorded this album for his own
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Konch label, and Fonky Family and
others who worked with Banner and

Khaled did a solid job of putting together
a nice set of LPs. B+ 5ec8ef588b
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